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With vision for the future, Fresca Group is seeking a number of adaptable, ambitious individuals 
who have either recently, or are shortly, graduating to join their newly launched Graduate 
Management Training Programme.

Spanning a period of 2 years and including a formal Institute of Leadership & Management 
qualification, the programme aims to shape and develop the succession plan of tomorrow, 
engaging highly dynamic characters with a passion for excellence, performance and sustainability.

A career in fresh produce opens the exciting global doors into the world-wide fresh supply chain 
and offers the opportunity to work with passionate people in an agile, innovative and demanding 
environment unlike any other.

With a combined T/O in excess of £400m, the Group is home to fourteen businesses that both 
grow and supply a vast range of fresh produce into retail, wholesale and food service customers 
who demand only the very best.

Fresca Group was established in 2005, but with a heritage dating back to 1874, is 40% employee 
owned, encouraging an engaged and committed workforce.

Management Trainees will sit within the Junior Management Team of a Business Unit, gaining an 
understanding of customers and specifications by rotating around the key components of the 
end-to-end operation including Supply Chain, Logistics, Technical & Quality, Commercial and 
Procurement.

We welcome applications particularly from candidates with an Agricultural or Food focused degree 
which may well have included business, marketing, technical, supply chain or consumer 
behavioural elements.Click For More Information

The industry demands flexible, self-motivated, mature, assertive and reliable individuals who truly 
seek a career offering personal development and daily challenge with ambitions to join a business 
that values strong ethics & people who care.

Fresca Group Graduate 
Management Training Programme

Fresca Group is an Equal Opportunities employer, committed to 

encouraging diversity, inclusion and eliminating unlawful discrimination.
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